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The Medical Staff shall adopt such Rules and Regulations as may be necessary for the proper conduct of its work. Such Rules and Regulations shall be part of the Bylaws except that they may be amended without prior notice at any regular Medical Staff meeting by two thirds (2/3) vote of the Active Medical staff. Such amendments likewise require approval of the Hospital Board of Directors.

ARTICLE I: ADMISSION AND DISCHARGE OF PATIENTS

Section 1. Admission of Patients

A. No admission will be denied where the life or well being of the patient might be in danger.
B. Patients suffering from all types of diseases shall be admitted at the discretion of the Attending Physician and within the limitations of the Hospital to adequately provide care.
C. Patients may be admitted to the Hospital only by members of the Medical Staff who have been granted Clinical Privileges by the Board of Directors to do so.
D. Only Practitioners with the degree of M.D. or D.O. may admit patients. A physician member of the Medical Staff shall be responsible for the admission and for the care of any medical problems that may be present at the time of admission or that may arise during hospitalization for any patient under the care of a podiatrist or dentist.
E. Except in emergency, no patient shall be admitted to the Hospital until after a provisional diagnosis has been stated by the admitting physician. In case of emergency, the provisional diagnosis shall be stated within 24 hours of admission.
F. All Admitted patients shall be assigned to the department or section concerned in the treatment of the diseases which necessitated admission.
G. Patient requiring admission on an emergency basis, who have no Attending Physician or family doctor with Privileges at Parkview Huntington Hospital, shall be assigned to a member of the Staff as per the unattached call schedule.
H. Physicians admitting patients shall be held responsible to give such information as may be necessary to assure the protection of other patients from those who are a source of danger from any cause whatsoever, and/or to assure protection of the patient from self harm.
I. Patients shall not be admitted to the Hospital without orders for treatment from a Medical Staff member.
Section 2. Discharge/Transfer of Patients

A. Patients shall be discharged only on written orders of the Attending Physician.
B. Should a patient leave the Hospital against the advice of the Attending Physician, or without proper discharge, a notation of the incident shall be made in the patient’s Medical Record and the Release from Responsibility for Discharge Form shall be signed by the patient and be placed in the patient’s chart. Should the patient refuse to sign this form, that refusal shall be noted in the record.
C. Should a patient be transferred to another hospital for care, the Attending Physician shall arrange for the transfer by contacting a physician willing to accept the patient at the receiving facility and will ensure that the receiving facility has the capacity as well as the level of care required to care for his patient. The Attending Physician shall explain the risks and/or benefits of the transfer to the patient and/or family and shall complete the required transfer forms.
D. In the event of a Hospital death, the deceased shall be pronounced dead by the Attending Physician, his on call designee, or two (2) nurses as per associated death policies.

ARTICLE II: CONSULTATIONS

Section 1: Required Consultations

In order to ensure the highest quality of care for our patients, consultation with another member of the Medical Staff shall be required in the following circumstances.

A. Where the diagnosis is significantly obscure after ordinary diagnostic procedures have been completed.
B. Where there is doubt as to the choice of the therapeutic measures to be utilized.
C. In any circumstance where specialized procedural skills or other practitioners are required.
D. Whenever requested by the patient or his/her legally designated health care decision maker.

Section 2: Requesting Consultations

The Attending Physician shall be responsible for requesting consultation when indicated. He/She shall be responsible for contacting the consultant, providing the consult with the necessary history to assist him/her in his evaluation, and for authenticating the order requesting the consultation.

Section 3: Observation Patients

Observation services are those services furnished on the Hospital’s premises, including use of a bed with periodic monitoring by the Hospital nursing staff or other personnel, which are reasonable and necessary to evaluate an outpatient’s condition.
to determine the need for a possible admission to the Hospital as an inpatient. Observation services usually do not exceed 24 hours. Documentation of the medical necessity of continued stay is required by the responsible physician.

ARTICLE III: AUTOPSIES

All physicians are encouraged to obtain permission for an autopsy in cases of unusual deaths of medical, legal, educational interest. Likewise, physicians shall request notification of the Coroner whenever a death is of such a nature that he/she is required by Indiana law to do so. Findings from autopsies are used as a source of clinical information in quality assessment and improvement activities. No autopsy shall be performed without written consent of the family involved except in cases requiring coroner intervention. The Attending Physician shall be notified by the nursing staff when an autopsy is to be performed. All autopsies shall be performed by the Hospital pathologist or by a practitioner to whom this responsibility is delegated.

ARTICLE IV: THE MEDICAL RECORD

Section 1. Definitions

“Attending Physician” means that physician assigned the primary responsibility for the care or coordination of care of the patient. Generally this will be the same as the Admitting Physician but at times may be a consultant.

“Authenticate” means to provide ownership by written signature, electronic signature, or identifiable initials.

“Invasive Procedure” means puncture or incision of the skin or insertion of an instrument or foreign material into the body including but not limited to, endoscopies, percutaneous aspirations, and catheterizations. This excludes venipunctures and IV therapy.

“Medical Record” means the documentation of a patient’s care that serves as a communication tool for clinical information, support for financial claims, legal evidence, resource for research and statistical quality review, and educational tool for clinicians.

“Need to Know” is a phrase used to help define who should access protected information. “Need to know” refers to information required to perform a job function and/or fulfill a responsibility.

“Principal Diagnosis” means the condition, after study, to be principally responsible for occasioning admission to the Hospital.

“Principal Procedure” means the procedure performed for definitive treatment rather than diagnostic or exploratory purposes or to take care of a complication.

Section 2. Responsibilities

A. To promote continuity of care, a Medical Record will be created and maintained for each patient. Documentation will be complete, adequately support the diagnosis, justify the treatment rendered, and describe the responsible treatment.
B. Patient information must be kept confidential and secure. This includes the written word, the spoken word, as well as manual and electronic transmission of patient information. When patient information must be communicated to ensure continuity of care, access must be based on Need to Know criteria.

C. Dictated reports are encouraged for lengthy reports such as History and Physicals, consultation Reports, Operative Reports, and Discharge Summaries. Hand written reports are acceptable if they are complete and legible.

D. Entries in the Medical Record will be approved Hospital forms. Black ink is required for clarity in copying, microfilming, and scanning.

E. The Attending Physician will document his/her involvement in the patient’s care at the time of admission, on a daily basis, and at the time of discharge by way of an admitting History and Physical, daily Progress Notes, and a Discharge Summary.

F. Unless otherwise specified, the Attending Physician will be responsible for the completion of the admitting History and Physical, the discharge Summary, as well as the listing of final diagnoses and any procedures performed during the patient’s stay.

G. For complex cases with multiple physicians, the chart analyst will select the Attending Physician based on the definition stated above and the documentation in the Medical Record. Disagreements regarding this assignment will be resolved between members of the Medical Staff involved in the case.

H. Care that is transferred from one member of the Medical Staff to another will be specifically documented in the Medical Record.

I. Entries in the Medical Record will be timed, dated, legible, and authenticated.

J. Electronic signatures are acceptable ONLY when the physician whose signature is represented has knowledge of the password and is the ONLY one who will use it. A signed statement to this effect must be on file in Medical Staff Services.

K. Physicians who sign for one another assume full responsibility for the documentation for which they sign.

L. The Physician Sponsor or their Medical Staff designee will co-sign all documentation rendered by their AHP with the exception of orders for outpatient testing written by a Physician Assistant or Nurse Practitioner which do not require a co-signature. The PA/NP will sign their inpatient orders and progress notes noting their sponsoring/supervising physician (e.g. Beth Sloan, PA/Dr. Whomever). This will enable the medical records department to appropriately assign the physicians for co-signature.

M. Abbreviations cannot be used to document medications unless they represent a nationally recognized standard (e.g. ASA for aspirin).

N. Only those abbreviations approved by the Medical Staff are to be used in the Medical Record.

O. Medical records will be completed within 30 days of discharge visit. (See incomplete records and suspension Section 3 of this Article)

P. Records that are incomplete due to the death or relocation of a responsible physician shall be reviewed by the Chair of the Administrative Committee. A statement to indicate that the record could not be
completed will be permanently retained on the Medical Record and signed by the Committee Chair.

Q. Original Medical Records are the property of the Hospital and may not be removed except by court order, subpoena, or approval of the Division Director of Health Information Management under the supervised delivery of an HIM professional.

Section 3. Incomplete Records and Suspension

A. Physicians shall be provided adequate time to complete Medical Records after discharge/treatment. Every month written notification will be provided to each physician informing him/her of records that remain incomplete 30 days or more post discharge. The physicians will have 14 days to complete these deficiencies. Failure to complete these records in that time period will result in an automatic suspension of privileges (see B for details). The physician shall receive written notice of this suspension which shall remain in effect until these deficiencies are completed as verified by the Health Information Department (or shift supervisor in charge during the evening, night, and weekend hours). If a physician must complete dictations to reinstate his/her Privileges, upon completion of the dictation the suspension will be lifted for one week in order for those dictations to be transcribed and available for signature. If the physician does not complete these signatures in that time frame, his/her suspension shall be resumed. As a courtesy, a personal contact by the Medical Staff Services office will be made prior to any suspension. This call is to serve as a reminder that charts are past due, and to assure that there are no extenuating circumstances precluding the practitioner’s ability to complete his/her records.

B. Suspension of physician privileges will deny the treatment of new admissions, provision of consultation, acceptance of referrals, scheduling of elective admissions, and scheduling of elective surgeries. Contract physicians (Emergency Department, Radiology, Anesthesia, and Pathology) will exercise no privileges until their records are complete. In the interest of patient safety, treatment of obstetric cases, emergency consultations, and emergency surgery will be exempt. Upon suspension of their privileges, the physician will be responsible for notifying his/her patients of the cancellation of their elective admission or procedure.

C. Physicians will not receive suspension notifications while on vacation or during an extended illness if the HIS Department is notified in a timely manner of their absence.

D. Physicians will not receive suspension notifications if they have made a good faith effort to complete their records, but were unable to do so because of difficulties accessing those records, whether in paper or electronic form.

E. Physicians who repeatedly receive suspension notices for failure to complete medical records timely will be referred to the Quality & Resource Management Committee (QRM) for review as appropriate.
Section 4. The History and Physical

A. A History & Physical (H&P) is required for all inpatient admissions, observation patients, and outpatients undergoing invasive procedures.

B. The History & Physical must be completed within 24 hours after admission or readmission or before any invasive procedure is performed. (See the exception in D. below)

C. A History and Physical performed and documented up to 30 days prior to an admission, readmission, or procedure may be used for that admission, readmission, or procedure provided there is an examination and update performed within 24 hours after the admission, readmission, and prior to any procedure documenting any significant changes. If there are no significant changes there must be a notation on the original document, in the progress notes, or on a form specifically designed to document an H&P update so stating.

D. A short-stay H&P form may be used for outpatient procedures.

E. An office prenatal record, signed by the physician, may be used as the History & Physical for an obstetrical patient. The most recent patient assessment must be within 24 hours of admission or an update regarding any significant changes since the last entry must be documented. If there are no significant changes there must be a notation to that effect.

F. The Normal Newborn record may serve as a history and physical for newborns.

G. An H&P from another hospital may be used as long as the dictating physician is a member of a Parkview Health Medical Staff and the physician using the H&P indicates that the information has been reviewed and that he/she concurs with the findings. This activity must be documented in the chart.

H. The current History and Physical must be on the chart prior to surgery or an invasive procedure. When transcription delays do not allow for the report to be transcribed prior to surgery, such as the case of an emergency surgery, the Attending Physician will document pertinent past history, vital signs, known allergies and any other information that should be known by other caregivers prior to surgery.

I. A consult note may serve as the History & Physical provided all the elements of an H&P are present. It is the responsibility of the Attending Physician to clarify with the consultant who will be responsible for the H&P (see Section 2. G. of this Article).

J. Oral Surgeons, Dentists, and Podiatrist are responsible for the H&P pertinent to their area of specialty.

K. The complete History and Physical must be performed by those Medical Staff Members with privileges to do so and shall include the following elements:
   1. History: Chief complaint; present illness; relevant past, social and family history; summary of psychosocial needs as appropriate to patient’s age; medications; allergies; review of pertinent systems which may include general, skin, head, eyes, ears, nose, throat, neck, respiratory, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, gynecological, musculoskeletal, neurological, psychiatric.
   2. Examination: General appearance, and at least seven of the following as relevant: vital signs, head, eyes, ears, nose, chest,
lungs, heart, abdomen, genitourinary, extremities, back, skin, neurological, lymphatic system, psychiatric.
3. For pediatric patients developmental age and immunization status when pertinent to the medical condition.
4. Diagnostic impression.
5. Treatment plan.

Section 5. The Discharge Summary

A. A Discharge Summary must be completed for all patients that are admitted to the hospital as inpatients or for observation (see exceptions in B).
B. A short stay summary sheet or discharge progress note can be used for normal newborns and for stays less than 48 (forty-eight) hours, as long as the documentation reflects the elements of a discharge summary.
C. Medical Staff members in a given patient care area (e.g. delivering doctors in Obstetrics) may create predefined template summary forms to be used for uncomplicated hospitalizations provided all the elements of a Discharge Summary are present and specific guidelines for their use exist. Such forms must be approved by the HIM and Medical Executive Committees.
D. A dictated Discharge Summary is required for all complicated admissions, admissions with length of stay greater that 48 (forty-eight) hours, and all deaths regardless of length of stay. In the event of death, the discharge narrative must include the cause and time of death. When a physician is not present, the time of death shall be recorded by two registered nurses.
E. Documentation of the Discharge Summary will include the following:
   1. Patient Identification
   2. Dates of admission and discharge
   3. Reason for admission
   4. Discharge diagnoses including principal, secondary, and complications (Axis I-V for psychiatry)
   5. Operative or other procedures designating “principal” and “other”
   6. Significant findings to include diagnostic results relevant to management of patient’s condition
   7. Hospital course and conclusions
   8. Condition on discharge
   9. Discharge instructions to include diet, medications, limitations for physical activity, and follow-up care

Section 6. The Consultation Note

A. Practitioners requesting consultations must ensure a written order is on the chart delineating the name of the practitioner or group to be consulted.
B. The record should reflect the reason for the consultation as well as the timeframe in which the consultation should occur if the request is urgent. If not otherwise specified, routine consultation is to occur within 24 hours of the request for consultation.
C. Consultation reports will include an authenticated pertinent history and examination by the consultant, a professional opinion, and treatment advice.
Section 7. The Operative Report

A. A report must be dictated or written by the surgeon or responsible Practitioner immediately following invasive procedures. If dictated, an immediate progress note must be written. This written note is to be placed on the chart before the patient is transferred from the area in which the procedure was performed (e.g. the recovery room).

B. Documentation of the surgery/procedure will include the following:
   1. Date of the surgery/procedure
   2. Pre and Post operative diagnosis
   3. Names of surgeons and assistants
   4. Estimate blood loss
   5. Findings
   6. Technical procedures used
   7. Specimens removed
   8. Condition of patient
   9. Complications

Section 8. The Anesthesia Record

A. All patients undergoing anesthesia shall have an Anesthesia Record.

B. Documentation in this record will include the following:
   1. A preoperative assessment
   2. An assessment immediately prior to induction
   3. An intra-operative note
   4. Postoperative documentation to include the following:
      a. Vital signs
      b. Level of consciousness upon entering and leaving the unit in which sedation was administered
      c. Medications including IV fluids
      d. Blood and blood components given (if any)
      e. Any unusual events of postoperative complications including management of same
      f. Compliance with discharge criteria
      g. Name of practitioner responsible for discharge

Section 9. Clinical Reports

A. Reports of pathology, laboratory, radiology, and other diagnostic or therapeutic procedures will be documented in a timely manner.

B. Results/Reports documented or dictated by a physician will be authenticated.

Section 10. Progress Notes

A. All hospitalized patients will be visited daily by their Attending Physician or another Medical Staff member designated by the Attending Physician.

B. The Attending Physician will document his/her involvement in the Patient’s care at the time of admission by way of an admitting
History and Physical, on a daily basis by way of Progress Notes, and at the time of discharge by way of a Discharge Summary.
C. If the Discharge Summary is to be dictated at a later date, a Progress Note should be written on the day of the discharge. In some circumstances, a discharge Progress Note may be used in lieu of a dictated discharge summary. (see Section 5. A-D)

Section 11. Autopsy Reports

Provisional anatomic diagnoses are recorded in the Medical Record within three days. The complete report is included in the record within 60 (sixty) days. Exceptions to the policy may occur when the case has been referred to the coroner’s office in which case documentation will be provided to the chart as appropriate under the State law.

Section 12. Informed Consent

For all patients undergoing Invasive Procedures, anesthesia, or blood transfusion, the responsible Medical Staff member will explain to the patient or his/her guardian the procedure to be performed and the risks, benefits, and alternatives for this procedure. This discussion must be documented on either an approved consent form, within the History and Physical, or in the Progress Notes. If documentation in the H&P or Progress Notes a notation to “see H&P” or “see Progress Notes” will be placed on the consent. In all cases, a written consent will be given to the patient or their guardian to read and sign. The Medical Staff Member shall also sign this consent, and the consent shall then be made a part of the patient’s chart.

Section 13. Orders

A. Practitioners shall write their own orders whenever possible to minimize the potential for error. Such orders must be complete and legible. If orders are not clearly legible or complete, the physician shall be contacted for clarification.
B. Whenever the Practitioner is not physically present or for reasons of patient safety is unable to write their own orders, verbal or telephone orders may be accepted according to the recipients’ scope of practice by any of the following:
1. Registered Nurse (RN)
2. Registered Pharmacist
3. Respiratory Care practitioner (which includes Certified Respiratory Therapy Technicians and Registered Respiratory Therapists)
4. Occupational Therapists (OTR)
5. Physical Therapist (PT)
6. Physician Assistant (PA)
7. Speech Pathologist (SLP)
8. Nuclear Medicine Technologist
9. Ultrasound Technologist
10. MRI Technologist
11. Radiology Tech
12. Medical Technologist
13. Paramedics
14. LPN
15. Registered Dietician (RD)

C. The professionals listed above may also accept Medical Staff Member orders transmitted by non-hospital employed physician office staff as authorized by their employing Medical Staff member.

D. A responsible Medical Staff member must be identified for all verbal, telephone, and written orders. Written orders are defined as those orders that are transcribed to an approved order sheet from another physician signed document (i.e. the face sheet from another medical facility), those orders that serve as clarification to a previously written order (i.e. order reads “continue aspirin as at home” and nursing writes “Aspirin 81mg p.o. daily”), or orders to initiate pre-approved protocols not requiring therapeutic selections (see G).

E. When transcribed, verbal, written and telephone orders must include the following:

1. the name of the Medical Staff member issuing the order.
2. the first initial, last name and credentials (if any) if the physician agent is transmitting order.
3. the first initial, last name and credential of the individual receiving the order.
4. annotation that the order was a verbal order (v.o.), telephone order (t.o.), or written order (w.o.).
5. a notation that the order was read back and verified (r/v) (if a verbal or telephone order).

F. Unless otherwise authorized by the Medical Staff, the initial order for pre-printed protocols shall be obtained from the responsible Practitioner prior to the initiation of the protocol.

G. If authorized by the Medical Staff, some pre-approved protocols not requiring therapeutic selections may be initiated by those authorized in the protocol to do so. In this case, the individual initiating the protocol shall sign with their first initial, last name and credentials and shall make a notation “w.o.”.

H. Order changes that are directed by a protocol shall be written by those authorized by their scope or practice to do so and those orders shall have the notation “as per........protocol”. The first initial, last name and credentials of the individual writing the order shall also be documented.

I. All verbal orders, telephone orders, written orders, and orders per Protocol must be authenticated by the responsible Medical Staff member. Orders that have been read back and verified shall be authenticated within thirty (30) days of discharge. Verbal and Telephone orders that do not have a notation that they have been read back and verified must be authenticated within forty-eight (48) hours.

Section 14. Medication Orders

A. All medication orders must contain the name of the medication, the dose to be given, the route of administration, the frequency with which it is to be given, and the indication if the medication is to be given as needed (prn).

B. An order to “resume home medications” or any order that does not specifically identify the medication that is being requested shall require
Section 15. Orders for Restraints

Only an authorized physician, clinical psychologist, or other licensed independent practitioner primarily responsible for the patient’s ongoing care orders the use of restraint/seclusion in accordance with hospital policy, law and regulations. A physician’s order should precede the application of restraint. In unforeseen emergency situations, the application of the restraint/seclusion may precede obtaining a physician’s order. In such cases a Medical Staff member shall be notified immediately after the initiation of the restraint/seclusion and a telephone or verbal order for the restraint shall be obtained.

A. Use of restraint for medical/surgical care

1. Medical/surgical care restraint orders are valid for the duration of restraint/seclusion. A new order must be initiated if restraint/seclusion has been discontinued and then restarted.

2. Restraint/seclusion orders can be initiated via telephone or verbal order, but must be authenticated by the physician within 30 days of discharge.

B. Use of restraint or seclusion for behavioral management

1. A written, telephone, or verbal order must be authenticated in the Medical Record within 1 (one) hour of the initiation of restraint for behavioral reasons.

2. The order must be time limited for no longer than:
   a. 4 (four) hours for patients age 18 (eighteen) years and older;
   b. 2 (two) hours for patients age 9 (nine) to 17 (seventeen) years old;
   c. 1 (one) hour for patients ages 8 (eight) and under.

3. Behavioral restraint/seclusion orders may be renewed according to the time limits for a maximum of 24 consecutive hours. Every 24 hours, a physician, clinical psychologist, or other licensed independent practitioner primarily responsible for the patient’s ongoing care sees and evaluates the patient before writing a new order for restraint.

4. In addition, a telemedicine link does not fulfill the in-person evaluation requirements and cannot be used for renewal or new orders.

Section 16. Orders for Outpatients

With a signed physician order, Parkview Huntington Hospital will provide outpatient services for Medical Staff members or, in some instances, other “Authorized Practitioner” as described below:
“Authorized Practitioner” means a healthcare provider holding a current unrestricted State license whose scope of practice provides ordering the specific test or procedure in question. This provider requires the approval of Parkview Health and must supply the following information: full name, suffix, specialty or discipline, office address, telephone or fax number, health professional license number, and, if applicable, DEA/CSR and UPIN number (see bulletin board “Medical Staff”; form “Request Prac ID#”). License verification and Medicare/Medicaid sanction checks will be performed, but the results withheld until the required information is provided. If the results reveal a critical lab value, the results will not be withheld.

The elements of a complete order would include: 1) Patient’s Full Name; 2) Order Date; 3) Diagnosis; 4) Services to be performed; 5) Signature.

Section 17. Outpatient Record Requirements

A. Simple Outpatient Testing (Risk level 0)

1. Risk level 0 procedures encompass simple and/or routine diagnostic testing performed on the order of a Medical Staff member or other Authorized Practitioner usually not requiring the involvement of a Medical Staff member to perform. The risk to the patient is believed to be negligible and such procedures can usually be performed on any patient without regard to underlying health conditions. Examples of Risk level 0 services include: phlebotomy, routine x-rays, mammograms, sonograms, EEGs, and pulmonary function tests.

2. Documentation requirements for risk level 0 include:
   a. Registration form
   b. Authorization to treat
   c. Physician or Authorized Practitioner order with diagnosis
   d. Test results
      (Note: Screening mammography may be provided to patients without a physician order)

B. Outpatient Therapies, X-rays with Contrast, and Sleep Studies (Risk level 1)

1. Risk level 1 services encompass the evaluation and treatment rendered by the various rehabilitation therapists including physical therapists, occupational therapists, speech therapists, and those therapists involved with cardiac and pulmonary rehabilitation. X-ray studies requiring contrast (including Barium studies) are also included in this level. Risk level 1 procedures can be performed on the order of a Medical Staff member or other Authorized Practitioner. The risk considered minimal.

2. Documentation requirement for Risk level 1 therapies include:
   a. Registration form
   b. Authorization to treat
   c. Physician or Authorized Practitioner order with diagnosis
   d. Initial therapist assessment and plan of care
   e. Documented progress of therapy
   f. Discharge summary from therapist

3. Documentation requirements for Risk level 1 X-rays and Sleep Studies include:
a. Registration form
b. Authorization to treat
c. Physician or Authorized Practitioner order with diagnosis
d. Consent for procedure (when applicable)
e. Test results

A. Outpatient Treatments, OB Testing, and EKGs (Risk level 2)

1. Risk level 2 services encompass primarily treatment of the patient rather than diagnostic testing (OB testing and EKGs excepted). These services do not typically require the presence of the ordering physician for their performance. Risk level 2 services may be ordered by a Medical Staff Member or an authorized Practitioner but must be supervised by a Medical Staff Member who assumes responsibility for the patient. In the case of Obstetrics testing and EKGs, the likelihood of further emergency treatment and/or testing required merits the oversight of a Medical Staff Member. Examples of Risk level 2 services include: IV or IM medication injections, transfusions, respiratory aerosol treatments, OB non-stress and stress testing.

2. Documentation for Risk level 2 other than EKGs includes:
   a. Registration form
   b. Authorization to treat
   c. Physician or Authorized Practitioner order with diagnosis (Parkview Huntington privileges required)
   d. Clinical assessment
   e. Test results (for OB testing)
   f. Progress note (per physician or nurse)
   g. Copy of prenatal H&P for OB testing

3. Documentation for EKGs includes:
   a. Registration form
   b. Authorization to treat
   c. Physician or Authorized Practitioner order with diagnosis (Parkview Huntington Privileges required)
   d. Test results

B. Outpatient Invasive Testing/Treatment and Treadmills (Risk level 3)

1. Risk level 3 services encompass those test and treatments that carry an increased risk of morbidity and are typically performed by a physician. These services may be ordered by a Medical Staff Member or an Authorized Practitioner but must be performed by a Medical Staff Member who assumes responsibility for the patient. Examples of Risk level 3 services include: nerve blocks, bone marrow aspiration/biopsy, procedures with local anesthesia, subcutaneous catheter placement, epidural steroid injection, blood patch, lumbar puncture, procedures otherwise in a lower risk category but in special circumstances requiring sedation (MRI, CT scans), and exercise treadmills.

2. Documentation for Risk level 3 includes:
   a. Registration form
b. Authorization to treat
c. Physician or Authorized Practitioner order with diagnosis
d. Physician assessment
e. Nursing (or other assistant) assessment
f. Operative report and anesthesia documentation (for invasive procedures)
g. Physician orders including discharge orders and instructions (if any).
h. Test result (if applicable)

E. Emergency Room Visits, Observation Patients, Outpatient Surgeries, Endoscopy (Risk Level 4)

1. Risk level 4 services encompass those patient encounters that require a higher level of care and monitoring which may necessitate the need for hospitalization. Length of stay is expected to be brief but is unpredictable depending on presenting signs and symptoms. These services must be both ordered and performed by a member of the Medical Staff. Examples include: needle biopsies, outpatient surgeries requiring general or monitored anesthesia care, endoscopies, bronchoscopies, myelograms, emergency department visits, and patients being monitored for possible Hospital admission.

2. Documentation for Risk level 4 Emergency Department visits include:
   a. Registration form
   b. Authorization to treat
   c. Physician assessment
d. Emergency department treatment record
e. Physician orders
f. Test results (if any)
g. Statement of deposition (including discharge instructions if appropriate)

3. Documentation for Observation Patients, Outpatient Surgeries, and Endoscopy include:
   a. Registration form
   b. Authorization to treat
   c. History & Physical
d. Physician’s orders
e. Diagnostic test results
f. Physician progress note, as appropriate
g. Discharge note (to include diagnosis, condition, disposition, and instructions)
h. Nursing assessment
i. Nursing notes
j. Consent for surgery/procedure
k. Procedure note (if any)
l. Anesthesia record (if applicable)

4. If an observation patient remains in the hospital for more than 24 hours, daily progress notes are required.
Section 18. Authorization to Document in the Medical Record

The following health care providers are recognized by the Medical Staff as authorized to document in the Medical Record:

1. Cardiopulmonary Specialist Respiratory (RRT)
2. Certified Nursing Assistant (CAN)
3. Certified Occupational Therapy Assistant (COTA)
4. Certified Respiratory Therapist Technician (CRTT)
5. Chaplain
6. Child Development Specialist
7. Clinical Dietician Specialist
8. Critical Care Therapist Respiratory (CCTT)
9. Critical Care Technician (CCT)
10. Cytogenetic Technologist
11. Dietician (RD eligible)
12. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
13. Dietetic Technology Registered (DTR)
14. EEG Tech
15. EKG Tech I
16. Endoscopy Tech
17. Enterostomal Therapist
18. Graduate Dietetic Student (Co-signed by RD)
19. Graduate Speech Therapist (CFY) Co-signed by CCC/SP
20. Home Attendant (HA)
21. Home Health Aide (HHA)
22. Intravenous Therapist (IVT)
23. Laboratory Tech Clerk
24. Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN)
25. Licensed Speech Pathologist
26. Medical Laboratory Technician
27. Medical Staff
28. Medical Student
29. Medical Technologist
30. Microbiologist
31. Nurse Technician (NT)
32. Nursing Assistant
33. Obstetrics Technician
34. Occupational Therapist (OTR)
35. Occupational Therapy Assistant (OTA) Co-signed by OTR
36. Occupational Therapy Student (with OTR signature)
37. Pharmacist
38. RPh Pharmacy Student (Co-signed by RPh)
39. Phlebotomist
40. Physical Therapist (PT)
41. Physical Therapist Assistant (PTA Cosigned by PT)
42. Physical Therapist Assistant Student (Co-signed by PT)
43. Physician Extender
44. Psychiatric Technician
45. Psychologist (PSY)
46. Pulmonary Function Technologist Respiratory (PFT)
47. Radiation Therapist
48. Radiologic Technologist
49. Recreation Therapist
50. Registered Dietician (RD)
51. Registered Nurse (RN)
52. Registered Occupational Therapist
53. Respiratory Care Practitioner (RCP)
54. Registered Respiratory Therapist (RPT)
ARTICLE V: OBSTETRICS

The New Life Center provides the specialized personnel and equipment to care for both the complicated and uncomplicated course of the pregnant patient throughout her pregnancy and delivery. The unit also provides care for the newborn.

Section 1. Care of the Obstetric Patient

A. A member of the Medical Staff with privileges in Obstetrics will be responsible for all patients presenting to the New Life Center for treatment.
B. Medical Staff with privileges in Obstetrics will care for unattached patients on a rotating basis.
C. Patients will be provided counseling on HIV during their prenatal course.
D. The documentation requirements for Obstetric patients are listed in Article IV of these Bylaws.
E. The office prenatal record should be on file in the OB Department when the patient is approximately 28 weeks gestation and should include any laboratory results including the results of ultrasound examinations. Updates to the record should be forwarded to the Department regularly until the patient is delivered.
F. Except in cases where delivery is imminent or emergent delivery is indicated, patients less than 35 (thirty-five) weeks gestation who are in active labor and are stable for transfer shall be transferred to a facility with neonatal intensive care capability prior to delivery.
G. If inducing labor or performing an elective/repeat Cesarean section for patients less that 39 (thirty-nine) weeks gestation adequate documentation of complications necessitating the induction/Cesarean section must be delineated in the Medical Record. Decisions should be based on a satisfactory determination of the estimated date of confinement (EDC) based on American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG) standards.
H. Except in cases where upon presentation delivery is imminent; no Vaginal Births after prior Caesarean Section shall be performed.
I. The Attending Physician will request at least one other physician with privileges in Obstetrics and/or care of the newborn to be in attendance for all known multiple births.
J. All patients presenting for delivery shall have a physician (with appropriate privileges) assigned to care for the newborn after delivery. Whenever possible, the physician who will care for the infant should be prearranged by the Obstetrician and/or patient to be delivered. In the event of an unattached patient, Medical Staff with privileges in care of newborns will be assigned to care for the infant on a rotating basis.
K. Whenever possible, a determination of fetal position by ultrasound shall be obtained on admission to the OB unit when a patient presents for an elective Cesarean section to be performed with the sole indication of breech presentation. This ultrasound may be performed in the OB department and be limited to presentation only.

Section 2. Visitors

The recommended number of visitors in attendance at the time of delivery will be determined by the request of the patient and the discretion of the Attending Physician.

Section 3. Adoptions

Infants born in Hospital and relinquished by their parent(s) shall not be given out for adoption by either the Hospital or the physician without following proper procedures as per associated policies.

Section 4. Obstetric Anesthesia

A. The anesthesiologist shall be responsible for the care of any patient receiving epidural, spinal, or general anesthesia during the course of labor and delivery (whether delivery is operative or non-operative)

B. When treating patients with epidural analgesia, the anesthesiologist will:
   1. Order all medications that are to be infused via the epidural catheter
   2. Program all pump boluses and continuous rates
   3. Initiate all continuous infusions and bolus doses
   4. Perform any manipulation or repositioning of the epidural catheter
   5. Be available throughout the time any patient is receiving epidural infusion

ARTICLE VI: CONSTANT CARE UNIT

The Constant Care Unit is designed to meet the needs of the critically ill patient whose condition could potentially be reversed through intensive medical and nursing care. It provides a concentration of specialized personnel and equipment for the purpose of constant observation, monitoring, and intervention.

Section 1. Constant Care Unit Admitting Physicians/Orders

All patients admitted to the Constant Care Unit shall have a clearly delineated Attending Physician to coordinate their care. This may be the patients’ primary care physician, or at times this may be delegated to a consultant who assumes care. Upon admission and discharge from the Constant Care Unit all previous orders will be cancelled and must be rewritten by the Attending Physician.

Section 2. Constant Care Unit Patients

Those patients who are candidates for admission to the Constant Care Unit include the following:
A. Patients with cardiac conditions including acute myocardial infarction (known or suspected), acute or severe congestive heart failure, cardiac arrhythmias, and unstable angina.
B. Patients in shock (of any origin)
C. Patient requiring mechanical ventilation
D. Patients requiring monitoring via arterial line or Swan Ganz catheter
E. Any patient requiring IV drips of vasoactive medications including but not limited to Dopamine, Nitroglycerin, Nipride, Cardizem, Lidocaine, Primacor, and Natrecor (Patients on these medications are not to be treated anywhere but the CONSTANT CARE UNIT unless they are on a low dose of Dopamine or Dobutamine not requiring titration and have “Do not resuscitate” status).
F. Patients requiring intensive nursing care (e.g. diabetic ketoacidosis, hypertensive crisis)
G. Patients requiring short term intensive observation (e.g. post anesthesi recovery after surgery hours, drug overdose).

**Section 3. Invasive Monitoring In the Constant Care Unit**

For those patients in the Constant Care Unit who require invasive monitoring, more specifically monitoring with the use of a pulmonary artery catheter, it shall be the responsibility of the physician placing the catheter to ensure adequate education of the Constant Care Unit personnel with regard to maintaining the catheter and acquiring data from the catheter. The physician shall personally instruct nursing personnel in the unit whenever a pulmonary artery catheter is placed.

**ARTICLE VII: EMERGENCY SERVICES**

**Section 1. Emergency Department Physician Coverage**

A. In order to assure the availability of adequate professional medical coverage in the Emergency Department, the Hospital contracts for twenty-four hour physician coverage. These Contract Physicians are credentialed and granted privileges in the same manner as all other members of the Medical Staff.
B. Any member of the Medical Staff may assess and treat his/her patients in the Emergency Department within the scope of his/her privileges, however, all patients presenting to the Emergency Department for treatment shall be placed in the regular triage rotation and shall be seen by either their Attending physician or the Emergency Department physician whichever is more timely.
C. Members of the Active Medical Staff shall participate in call coverage of the Emergency Department for unattached patients on a rotating basis.

**Section 2. Emergency Department Physician Responsibilities**

A. All patients presenting to the Emergency Department shall receive a Medical Screening Exam.
B. The Emergency Department physician will be available on the Hospital grounds while on duty and shall respond to all Hospital emergencies including “Code Blues”.
C. Except in cases where a delay would jeopardize patient safety, the Emergency Department physician will contact the local primary care physician (internist, family practitioner, pediatrician, obstetrician) or his/her on all designee prior to transferring a patient to another hospital or obtaining consultation with another physician.

D. Any physician caring for a patient in the Emergency Department shall complete the Medical Record as outlined in the Medical Record Rules and Regulations.

E. Whenever the transfer of a patient to another hospital is deemed necessary, the Emergency Department physician or other member of the Medical Staff directly caring for the patient will arrange for transfer as outlined by the EMTALA policy.

F. The Emergency Department physician is responsible for medical control for Emergency Medical Service (EMS) ambulance runs.

Section 3. Emergency Department Procedures

A. Except in dire emergencies, no operative procedure shall be performed in the Emergency Department that would normally be done in the operating suite.

B. The Emergency Room or Attending physician shall see all patients prior to ordering diagnostic tests.

C. Patients with conditions whose definitive care is beyond the capabilities of Parkview Huntington Hospital will be referred to the appropriate facility whenever the patients’ condition permits such transfer.

D. The Emergency Room and Attending physicians shall be responsible for notifying patients whenever the preliminary diagnostic report differs from the final findings.

Section 4. Emergency Mass Casualty Assignments

A. In the event of an emergency with mass casualties, all physicians shall be assigned to posts either in the Hospital or in casualty stations elsewhere. It is the physicians’ responsibility to report to such assigned stations.

B. The chairman of the Safety Committee of the Hospital, the Hospital President, and the Clinical Advisors for Surgery, Anesthesia, and the Medical/Surgical floor will work as a team to coordinate activities and directions. All policies concerning patient care will be the joint responsibility of such persons and, in their absence, the persons next in line of authority respectively.

C. All physicians on the Medical Staff specifically agree to relinquish direction of the professional care of their patients in cases of such emergency.

ARTICLE VIII: SURGERY

Section 1. Creating Policies, Procedures, Rules, and Regulations

Surgery Policies and procedures, in addition to the Medical Staff Rules and Regulations, shall be established by the collaborative effort of the operating room personnel, the Clinical Advisors for Surgery and Anesthesia, and other members of the Medical Staff as required. Such policies and rules shall address consents, scheduling, pre-operative assessments, visitors, tissue, and anesthesia services.
Section 2. Consents

For all surgeries, the physician will explain to the patient or his/her guardian the procedure to be performed and the risks, benefits, and alternatives for this procedure (including the use of blood and desire for resuscitation status). Subsequently, a written consent will be given to the patient or guardian to read and sign (see below). The surgeon shall also sign the consent and this form shall be then be made a part of the patients’ chart. In like fashion, a separate consent for anesthesia or sedation analgesia is required and must be signed by the patient or guardian and the anesthesiologist. All consent forms shall be dated and are valid for 30 (thirty) days. In the case of sterilization procedures for patients with Medicaid coverage, consent shall be signed at least 30 (thirty) days prior to the procedure and a second consent signed prior to the actual surgery.

The following is a designation of who can sign the consent:

A. The consent for a surgical procedure (including the use of blood) shall be signed by the patient or his legal representative in all surgical cases other than emergencies. In an emergency, the patients’ spouse or family member may sign the consent.
B. If the patient is 18 years or older, and is deemed competent, he shall sign the written consent at least with an “X” and this shall be witnessed by at least one person.
C. If the person is under 18 years of age and not emancipated, or the patient has been declared mentally incompetent, the signature of a parent or legally appointed guardian is required.
D. In cases where the patient is a minor or is unable to sign, and a family member or guardian is not present, a verbal consent by telephone will be permitted if monitored by two members of the Hospital staff who will then sign the consent.
E. In the case of separated parents, the parent having legal custody must sign the consent. In this parents’ absence, the parent with physical custody may sign.
F. If the patient is a minor, and the parent is also a minor, the minor parent is considered by Indiana law to be competent to sign the consent for their child.
G. An emancipated minor can give consent for his/her own treatment. An emancipated minor is a person under age 18 who lives away from his/her parents and is self-supporting, or who is married and living with his/her spouse, or who is in the armed service.

Section 3. Scheduling of Surgery

A. The manager of surgery or his/her designee shall have full authority in the scheduling and rescheduling of surgery.
B. The operative schedule will routinely begin at 0730. Exceptions to this start time may be made by the surgery manager or his/her designee.
C. Scheduling elective surgical cases should be accomplished as far in advance as possible and should occur during the duty hours of the surgery manager.
D. If the surgeon is delayed and wishes to change the scheduled surgery time, he/she or his representative shall notify the surgery manager and an attempt
will be made to accommodate the change. In this instance, however, scheduled cases that on time will have priority.
E. If the surgeon wishes to cancel a case, it is his/her responsibility to inform the surgery manager and all others involved.
F. If the operating room availability is delayed, it is the responsibility of the surgery manager to notify the surgeon and to make arrangements to accommodate the surgeon if possible.
G. It is the responsibility of the surgeon or his/her representative to notify the Director of Surgery or the House Supervisor in emergency cases. The schedule of the nurse on call is available at the Hospital triage desk or the shift supervisor may be contacted.
H. Emergency surgical cases always have priority when scheduling. Emergency surgery is defined as surgery which if delayed will compromise patient safety and could result in either permanent disability, increased morbidity, or even death.
I. To maintain a schedule of operation, the following requirements should be met:
   1. The patient should present to the hospital at least 2 (two) hours prior to surgery if having a general anesthetic, and 1 (one) hour prior to surgery if having a local anesthetic. (Children under 5 (five) years of age may present 90 (ninety) minutes pre-operatively)
   2. The patient should be in the operating room 15 (fifteen) minutes before the scheduled time for surgery. (This presumes that an operating room is available)
   3. The anesthesiologist should be in the Hospital 30 (thirty) minutes before the schedule time of surgery.
   4. The surgeon should be in the Hospital 15 (fifteen) before the scheduled time of surgery (earlier if he/she wants to see the patient prior to surgery)
J. Pertinent information to be given at the time of scheduling will include:
   1. Patient’s name, phone number, and birth date
   2. Operative procedure to be performed
   3. Exact site of the operation (right or left when applicable)
   4. Operative position
   5. Possibility of intra-operative X-ray or need for pathologist presence)
   6. Probable length of case (particularly if different from the usually required)
   7. Specific anesthesiologist (if specific one requested)
   8. Whether patient will be inpatient or outpatient
   9. Number of scrub persons needed
   10. Whether another physician will be assisting
   11. Insurance carrier (if any)
   12. Special equipment that may be needed
K. It is the responsibility of the surgeon to notify his assistant whenever surgical assistance is needed.
L. The surgeon will inform the patient of the date and time of surgery.
M. The surgeon will give the patient the pre-operative instructions and pre-admission information as required.
N. The surgeon shall obtain consent for surgery. (preferably in his office for elective cases)
O. The surgeon shall be responsible for completing the required Medical Records pre and post-operatively as per the Medical Records Rules and Regulations in Article III of this document.

Section 4. Pre-operative Laboratory Requirements and Medical Clearance for Surgery

Parkview Huntington Hospital does not require specific laboratory testing before surgery, therefore the surgeon and/or anesthesiologist will be responsible for ordering any laboratory or radiology testing they feel warranted. This will be done on an individual basis according to the patients’ age, gender, and medical condition(s). Similarly, the surgeon and/or anesthesiologist shall be responsible for arranging any pre-operative medical clearance felt to be warranted.

Section 5. Visitors

A. To be present in the operating room, any visitor must have permission from the surgeon, anesthesiologist, surgery manager, and the patient.
B. No one shall be permitted in the operating room unless properly dressed with caps that cover hair, masks, Hospital scrubs, and shoe covers (for shoes worn outside the Hospital)
C. The father or significant other (one maximum) may be permitted to observe Caesarean sections at the discretion of those listed above in Section 5.A. Any other visitor must be a Physician, RN, LPN, OR tech, Physician Assistant, Paramedic, Student in medical School or Nursing School, or sales person assisting in the evaluation of surgical supplies/equipment. In rare circumstances, an exception may be granted upon approval of those listed under Section 5.A.

Section 6. Tissue

All tissues removed at the time of surgery, except those that have been petitioned and approved by the Indiana State Department of Health for exclusion, shall be sent to the Hospital pathologist who will make examinations as he/she may consider necessary to establish a pathological diagnosis or histological identification and he/she shall sign the report. The approve list of tissues or objects removed that do not require submission will be published by pathology.

Section 7. Enforcement of Surgery Rules and Regulations

The surgery manager has the responsibility and authority to enforce these rules which have the approval of the Clinical Committee (formerly the Professional Activities Committee), Medical Executive Committee, and the Board of Directors of Parkview Huntington Hospital.

ARTICLE IX: ANESTHESIA

Section 1. Responsibilities

A. The Director of Anesthesia Services shall have overall administration responsibility for the services provided and the quality of anesthesia care
rendered by the anesthesiologists anywhere in the Hospital. He/she shall be responsible for the development of policies relative to the functioning of the anesthesiologists in the various units. He/she shall report to the various Medical Staff Committees including the Clinical Committee (formerly the Professional Activities Committee), QRM Committee, and the Administrative Committee.

B. Only those physicians who have had specialized training and/or experience and have been properly privileged by the Hospital Board may administer/direct anesthesia.

C. Under the direction of an anesthesiologist, a Certified Nurse Anesthetist whose scope of practice has been approved by the Medical Staff may administer anesthesia.

D. Every surgical patient shall be seen by a physician for pre-anesthetic evaluation. This shall be documented in the Medical Record.

E. Consents for anesthesia shall be obtained as described in Section 2 of this Article.

F. An Anesthesia Record is required for every patient undergoing anesthesia and shall contain the elements listed in Article III Section 8 of this document.

G. Documentation of pertinent information relative to the anticipated choice of anesthesia for the surgical or obstetrical procedure planned shall be done by the anesthesiologist pre-operatively (except in the case of an emergency precluding this).

H. The A.S.A. patient class shall be part of the pre-operative documentation.

I. The anesthesiologist, after consulting with the surgeon, shall have the final decision concerning the type of anesthesia to be administered.

J. Immediately prior to induction of anesthesia, the anesthesiologist shall reassess the patients’ condition and document his/her findings on the anesthesia record.

K. The anesthesiologist shall monitor and care for the patient at all times during the surgical procedure unless relieved by another Practitioner.

L. The anesthesia record maintained during the procedure shall reflect the ongoing assessment and care of the patient.

M. Post-operatively, the anesthesiologist shall accompany the patient to the appropriate post-anesthesia care unit (PAR or CONSTANT CARE UNIT) and shall advise the responsible personnel of specific problems presented by the patients’ condition.

N. The anesthesiologist shall remain with the patient in the post anesthesia care unit for as long as is medically necessary to ensure patient safety.

O. Standards for release from the PAR to any care area other than the CONSTANT CARE UNIT are as follows:
   1. patients must be fully awake
   2. Vital signs must be stable
   3. The patient should have a score of eight (8) or higher on the Aldrete scale and if this is not the case, this must be explained either in the nurses notes or physician progress notes.
   4. The endotracheal tube must be removed (with rare exception and reason for exception documented by the physician)

P. If the patients’ condition does not meet these criteria, the patient should remain in PAR or be transferred to the CONSTANT CARE UNIT.

Q. If the patient is an outpatient and requires more than the expected 4 to 6 hours recovery time post-operatively the patient may be placed in observation
status or admitted. Documentation of the medical necessity of the continued stay is required and is the responsibility of the surgeon.

R. Documentation of a post anesthesia follow-up visit noting the presence or absence of anesthesia related complications shall be made on all inpatients within 48 (forty-eight) hours post operatively.

Section 2. Anesthesia Equipment and Monitoring Requirements

A. Anesthesia machines are to used only in the operating rooms
B. All anesthesia machines shall have the following safety devices available for use: oxygen analyzer, pressure and disconnect alarm, pin index safety systems, gas scavenging system, and oxygen pressure interlock system.
C. Anesthesia equipment, apparatus, and machines shall be inspected and tested by the anesthesiologist before use and any defect reported.
D. There shall be no flammable gases used in the operating room.
E. All anesthesia equipment shall have regular inspections by the Hospital Biomedical Department.
F. A pulse oximeter, anesthesia gas monitor, blood pressure monitor, cardiac monitor, and temperature monitor shall be available for all patients having general anesthesia.
G. Patients receiving conscious sedation shall be monitored with at least a blood pressure monitor, cardiac monitor, and pulse oximeter. If the conscious sedation is administered by the surgeon, a nurse shall be assigned to monitor the patient.
H. Blood pressure will be monitored on all patients receiving local anesthesia.
I. Resuscitation equipment including defibrillator, ambu bag, and medication for use per ACLS protocols shall be readily available in the surgical department.
J. A fully stocked cart shall be available with a detailed written protocol for the treatment of Malignant Hyperthermia shall be readily available in the surgical department.
K. Equipment for the prevention of hypothermia including warmers for IV solutions, hypothermia blankets, and patient warm air units shall be readily available.

ARTICLE X: PHARMACY

Section 1. Standards

All medications used at Parkview Huntington Hospital shall meet the standards of the United States Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary, with the exception of those used for legitimate clinical trials which have been so documented.

Section 2. Stop Order Time Limitations

Orders for narcotics, sedatives, antibiotics, ketorolac injections, anti-coagulants, stimulants, and oxytocic medications shall be subject to automatic stop order time limitations as follows:

A. narcotics will automatically be discontinued 72 (seventy-two) hours after the initial order unless the physician rewrites the order.
B. Sedatives, hypnotics, anti-coagulants, stimulants, antibiotics, and oxytocics will be discontinued 7 (seven) days after the initial order unless the physician rewrites the order.

C. Keterolac injection will automatically be discontinued after 5 (five) days of therapy.

Medication shall not be discontinued without notifying the physician. If the order expires in the night, the medication will be continued until the following morning when it shall be brought to the physicians’ attention.

Section 3. Hospital Formulary

The Hospital maintains a formulary, and each member of the Medical Staff shall follow this formulary unless in the judgment of the Practitioner it would jeopardize patient safety to do so. Pharmacy policies exist for the procurement of non-formulary medications.

Section 4. Investigational Drugs

Investigational medications will not usually be utilized in the Hospital. In the event that the use of such a medication is requested by anyone on the Medical Staff, an appropriate protocol for its use will be formulated by the pharmacist and the ordering Practitioner in consultation with the chair of the Clinical Committee (formerly the Professional Activities Committee). Significant concerns on the part of the pharmacist and Clinical Committee chair may preclude use of these medications in the Hospital.

Section 5. Placebos

While the use of placebos in the care of hospitalized patients is strongly discouraged, we recognize that unusual circumstances may warrant their administration. Any order for use of placebos shall be reviewed by the Quality & Resource Management Committee.

Section 6. Drug Security

Pharmaceuticals are to be locked in a secure area whenever a department is closed. Drug stocking levels are to be reviewed periodically by pharmacy and surgery personnel to insure appropriateness.

Section 7. Medication Orders

All medication orders must contain the name and dosage of the medication, the route that the medication is to be administered, and the frequency with which it is to be given.

ARTICLE XI: PODIATRISTS AND DENTISTS

Podiatrist shall be responsible for a detailed podiatric history and examination on all patients they attend in the Hospital and a surgical report shall likewise be created for any procedure they perform in the Hospital. In the like manner, dentists shall be
responsible for a detailed history and examination of the oral cavity on any patient they attend in the Hospital and they shall create a surgical report for any procedure they perform as well. As described in Article I Section 1 of these Rules and Regulations, however, a medical Staff member with an M.D. or D.O. degree must admit the patient for the podiatrist or dentist and must care for any other medical condition either pre-operatively or post-operatively.

ARTICLE XII: PHYSICIAN COVERAGE

Active Medical Staff members shall either provide or arrange for the provision of continuous coverage for their patients in the Hospital and for those presenting to the Emergency Department. Affiliate medical Staff members shall provide or arrange for continuous coverage for hospitalized patients whenever they are the Attending Physician. All physicians shall inform the Hospital switchboard of the method by which they can be contacted and whenever they will be unavailable the Practitioner shall provide instruction regarding an alternate Medical Staff member to contact. This will generally be accomplished by an on call schedule. In the event a physician is scheduled to be unavailable and there is no adequate on call back up, (i.e. when one or two members of a specialty are on Active Staff) patients requiring this physician’s services will be transferred to a facility with appropriate provider availability.

ARTICLE XIII: RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS

The Medical Staff may not make rules and regulations for other personnel in the Hospital.

ARTICLE XIV: ADOPTION/AMENDMENT

These Rules and Regulations have been reviewed and approved by the Medical Executive Committee and recommendation for their adoption is forwarded to the Board of Directors. They shall replace any previous Rules and Regulations and shall become effective when approved by the Governing Board of the Hospital.

Adopted by the Active Medical Staff of Parkview Huntington Hospital, Huntington, Indiana.

President of the Medical Staff

Date

Approved by the Board of Directors of Parkview Huntington Hospital, Huntington, Indiana.

Chair, Board of Directors

Date